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Artwork by Prison Writes Advisory Board member Karen Thomas.

 She calls her evocative fabric paintings 'Yearnscapes'. 

This piece was auctioned at our first annual showcase and fundraiser September 26, 2021.
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Participants are provided instruction and materials for
therapeutic  journaling and guided in writing about
traumatic events in their lives so they may improve
their overall emotional state.

T H E R A P E U T I C  W R I T I N G

Participants are guided in writing about their
experience in the criminal justice system. This can be
used as supportive material for their case or to inform
prison policy and reform.  We also write letters to the
court in support of our participants who work with us
on a regular basis.

A D V O C A C Y

Participants are supported as they write poetry and
narratives both fiction and non fiction in various
genres to use their imagination, develop creativity,
better understand their history and envision a positive
future.

C R E A T I V E  W R I T I N G  &  P O E T R Y

What We Offer

We gladly fulfill book requests from our participants,
from GED prep to urban fiction, memoir, self-help,
comics and fantasy, to help them develop their reading
skills and enjoy the company of a good book. 

B O O K  R E Q U E S T S



Dedication

We dedicate this report to all of our incarcerated, detained , and

formerly incarcerated friends for their perseverance, courage,

determination and creativity in the face of great adversity.

All of our participants recieve folders and information on therapeutic journaling. 

These letters are from women in detention at Rose M. Singer Center 

who are participants in our writing mentorshop correspondance program.



Director's Desk
Jessica Hall

2021 was a year of transition.  We started in quarantine and ended resuming in person workshops.  
I facilitated workshops from parking lots and libraries on Zoom while traveling. We mailed weekly lesson
plans to our young friends at Rikers Island Jail.  Our partnership with women experiencing re - entry at Hour
Children began as a weekly Zoom and we were finally able to conduct workshops in person in the spring. 
 We were back in person at BronxConnect satellite program, Release the Grip (RTG)  in the winter with
musician and composer Nathalie Barret Mas.  Natie graciously volunteered her time to help us set our
collectively written  piece  about the RTG community to music. 

We were fortunate to welcome two Social Work interns from NYU, Lindsey Walker Jenett and Jenna Leeson.
Our interns started the year with us at our First Annual Showcase and Fundraiser where our participants
and teachers read their work. Each year I supervise students from NYU.  Their support is integral to our
programs. I hope, that by working with us, they learn to see and experience mass incarceration as a social 
 problem deeply rooted in this country's history of slavery and racism, as well as severe economic
stratification.  

While New York City spends approximately $28,000. annually per public school student, for education,  we
are spending $447,337. per detainee at Rikers Island jail.  

When we say 'Educate, Don't Incarcerate' , just imagine if we really did, what we could accomplish to abolish
prisons and jails and take care of each other so our communities can be truly safe.

Prison Writes was also formally established as a 501 c 3 in 2021.
We continue to work with the faculty and founders of the New York Writers Workshop, our former fiscal
sponsor.

Musician Nathalie Barret Mas 
with youth at RTG

Acrostic poem by Moses Olanibi

NYU intern Jenna Leeson 
works with a student at RTG



 

We continued our writing mentorship program with survivors of Intimate Partner Violence at the 
Rose M. Singer Center at Rikers' Island Jail, where our writing mentors work with detainees to help them
achieve their writing goals.

Jennifer Fecu, founder and director of Imani's Safe House, initiated an Action Against Gender Violence
project to understand why women don't report violence against them. We are honored to be in a
supporting role through reviewing the data collected from surveying survivors. 

Workshop participant Moses Olanibi became our first Ambassador, advocating for our writing workshops
while being held in detention at Rikers Island jail.  Moses has engaged over thirty other detainees in
writing workshops that he has facilitated himeslf with materials provided by us.  

We are still looking forward to resuming workshops with women in re entry at Taconic Correctional
Facility and The Brooklyn District Attorneys office of Re entry.

We are grateful to The Main Event's community gifting program that provides a monthly contribution from
their profits to support our work.  

The world seemed to so quickly leave behind epiphanies from the pandemic, longing to 'get back to
normal' which for many disenfranchised people is not a good thing.  While we deeply mourn the tragic
loss of life due to COVID, we miss the space the pandemic created for increased awareness of systemic
problems such as mass incarceration, police violence and economic stratification.  We hoped for a portal
to a 'new normal' where the experience of our interconnectedness the pandemic powerfully illustrated
would result in a paradigm shift towards equality and justice.

We at Prison Writes are committed to holding space where impacted people can express themselves, share
their experience and build their confidence and skills for a brighter future free from prisons and jails.

Lovely hostess's for our 2021

 Showcase & Fundraiser 

Christina Abraham and Cielle Carlton



Time and space. Too much of one; not enough of the other. 

That’s the experience of many who find themselves incarcerated or detained. Prison Writes,
through our strengths-based, therapeutic model, encourages our participants to make more
positive use of their time while unlocking their space using one of the most powerful tools they
have: their words. 

We take those who work with us from “I don’t feel like writing today” to “I didn’t even know I was
writing.” Young—and some not-quite-so-young—men and women who have experienced a
lifetime of difficulty getting their thoughts on paper, learn one of the simplest approaches to
creating poetry and prose: If you can speak, you can write.

Seeing their words on paper, and hearing those words read out loud, gives a sense of agency to
people who have too often looked outside themselves for power. 

Their written words not only show them who they are, but who they can become. 

Through their writing, and by discussing the works of fellow artists, our participants develop
greater empathy for, and understanding of, others. They discover that writing is not just something
you do for school; it’s something you do for life. 

It’s not about spelling, grammar, or punctuation. It’s not about knowing the difference between an
adjective and an adverb, a noun and a pronoun. 
Writing is about knowing that as much as words can hurt, they also have the power to heal; it’s
about understanding how even though words can sometimes get in the way, they can also show
us the way. It’s about honesty, courage, and self-awareness.

Prison Writes shows some of the most vulnerable among us, that the written word—no matter
where you may find yourself—can transcend both time and space.

Tim O'Mara

 Novelist, teacher & Advisor 

INTRODUCTION

ON THE PRISON WRITES WAY



The Year in Pictures!

Prison Writes advisors Marion Valladares Smith (left), Karen Thomas (2nd from
right)  and ED Jessica Hall (in PW T-shirt) 

with panel discussion members following  the play
 Between the Bars by Lynne Clay Byrne

Jessica with one of our participants at
Hour Children Working Women in

Queens

Rebecca Bahr,  Cheryl Boatwright and Robin Bahr
at Prison Writes First Annual Showcase &

Fundraiser in honor of the pen pal friendship
forged between the Bahrs mother, Robin and

Cheryls son, Javone



Youth at RTG 
with NYU Social Work intern 

Jenna Leeson (center)

NYU Social Work Intern Lindsey
Walker Jennet (left) with a young

participant at RTG

Setting up to conduct a writing
workshop from a library 
somewhere on the road!

Christina Abraham, former program
participant, current admin assistant and social

media consultant at work in our office in
Taino Towers.

Poet, participant and teacher, Felix
Guzman reading on Zoom.



Jessica with poet and writing teacher
Jennifer Fitzgerald driving onto RIkers

Island to work with young men in
detention.

Jennifer Fecu, founder and director of
Imani's Safe House, and Jessica 

 showing off crystal necklaces hand
made by Jennifer!

(left to right) Robert Galinsky, writer, poet and teacher, Jessica Hall, Prison
Writes Executive Director and 

Jay Bulger owner of The Maine Event  gallery and event space 
on Ave. B in Manhattan. We are very grateful to The Main Event for their

monthly donations to support our work! Shout out to Robert who is
rocking the PW t-shirt and hooking us up !



Writing workshops with women in re-entry provide a fun, safe space
to share poetry and spoken word exploring diverse themes around
family, values, and ideas.

H O U R  C H I L D R E N

We offer writing lessons that are fun, reflective and educational, to
provide a meaningful outlet of expression and entertainment for our
young friends held at Rikers Island Jail.

R O B E R T  N .  D A V O R E N  
D E T E N T I O N  C E N T E R

Workshops with college and potential college students at the
Institute explore a variety of genres for self-expression.

J O H N  J A Y  C O L L E G E  I N S T I T U T E  F O R
J U S T I C E  A N D  O P P O R T U N I T Y

In these workshops with women preparing for re-entry, we help them
build their confidence through expressive writing.  
We also provide assistance with resumes and cover letters. 

T A C O N I C  C O R R E C T I O N A L  F A C I L I T Y  

Partners

Writing teachers are paired with writers in the facility who are
survivors of intimate partner violence. Mentees receive individual
instruction, support, and materials.

R O S E  M .  S I N G E R  C E N T E R

These fun, interactive workshops with youth in the Gender
Responsive Re entry Assistance Support Program (G.R.A.S.P.) focus on
themes such as body positivity, character development, and
identifying healthy habits and behaviors to prevent recidivism and
keep youth in our communities.

B R O O K L Y N  D I S T R I C T  A T T O R N E Y ' S
O F F I C E  O F  R E - E N T R Y



 

Our writing projects with young people focus on self-exploration and expression through
poetry, spoken word, and memoir. In these workshops, tailored to their interests and
needs, young people build literacy skills and confidence in writing and communication
with others.

Youth Writes has been offering workshops to youth in group homes with ACS Close to
Home since 2016 in every borough in New York City and The Children's Village at Dobbs
Ferry.  Our workshops engage our young participants in literacy through comics, word
games, lyrics, spoken word and poetry relating to their interests and needs.  Staff are
invited to join in all activities to support communication and understanding.

N E W  Y O R K  C I T Y  A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  O F
C H I L D R E N ' S  S E R V I C E S

Since 2016, these lively workshops with youth at BronxConnect programs provide them
with an expressive outlet.  A video featuring this program made by The Guardian can be
viewed on the homepage of our website.

B R O N X C O N N E C T

Participants review their work with our  social work intern, 
Jenna Leeson.

https://www.prisonwrites.org/


My name is Louis Simeone and I'm 63 almost 64 years old. I recently went back to school to finish my
education after 38 years.  I attribute that decision, in part, by the reawakening of the writer in me that
I acquired by taking my very first class with Prison Writes. 
I have been writing and observing since I was in junior high school and always knew that writing was
a way to heal, cope and prove to myself that I have a voice that needs to be heard. Everyone in life
has a voice in their head that needs to come out. Writing is a way that not only helps that person to
heal and learn, but when they speak through writing, others learn and heal as well. 
I took another writing course with Prison Writes and the mentorship that I received helped me make
the decision that I should go back and finish my education. 
Writing is more than that for me and for those people who are incarcerated who have had  their
freedom taken away.  I believe that writing, as I have said in one of my writings is “ freedom in your
mind.”
I was also inspired by a man named Tommy, who was incarcerated for 33 years and 19 of those in
solitary confinement for a crime he did not commit. I asked Tommy one day, “How in the world did
you cope with living every single day for 19 years in solitary confinement?” And the response he
gave me was life-changing. He said “Everyday the guards we come and slip under my door a piece of
paper and a pencil and every day for 19 years I wrote.” And after Tommy got out of prison, I got to
hear some of the most creative writings and how, by simply using a pencil and a piece of paper you
could keep your sanity, let go of your anger, heal  and how words on a piece of paper can be so
powerful. 
“I write because I want to leave a legacy and through my words I know that I will” is a line from one
of my writings. I believe everyone should have a chance at saying those words and Prison Writes
started me on that  Journey.

Lou Simelou, participant at 
John Jay Center for Justice and Opportunity



 

Karen Thomas

English Teacher & Artist, Fundraising and Outreach Advisor

ON WRITING

Writing was a lifeline to me while I was in prison. Historically, some of the most inspiring things
we have read were written by people who were in prison. The Apostle Paul wrote Philippians,
Philemon and Colossians while he was imprisoned in Ephasus and in Rome. Martin Luther King
wrote in “Letter from Birmingham Jail” that “…time is neutral. It can be used either destructively or
constructively.” I decided I would use my prison time constructively. 

Writing kept me connected with the outside, helped me challenge prison rules that were
unreasonable or flat out illegal. Writing helped me win the Article 78 to challenge my parole
denial and resulted in my being released. 

Writing down feelings, frustration, hopes and dreams during my incarceration helped me keep
things in perspective, deal with my sentence in a measured way, and get the anguish out on
paper rather than keep it inside. 

I wrote often in prison. I also taught writing while I was in prison because I believe that good
writing is the cornerstone of good education, helps us successfully reintegrate into society and
get good jobs upon release.

Writing is what connects us as we communicate and support each other.



Twinkle Burke

Actor, Writer

ON BEING A MENTOR

Kamelita Mathura, Employment Services Counselor, 

Hour Children Working Women

Jessica Hall is a wonderful individual who really cares about the work she does. Jessica is one of
our faithful facilitators here at HWWP through rain, storm, hail, and covid she has been there for
our participants. At one point we had quite a few Spanish speaking participants and Jessica made
it work. she was always willing and able to assist anyone we threw at her. Jessica releases
comfort, trust, and joy with her voice. Our participants are extremely happy to have her here at
HWWP. Jessica is one of our few facilitators that does a check in with our participants prior to
class. I’ve heard participants say, “who needs therapy when we have Jessica”. In our community
we have individuals that has been impacted by the justice system. We have children of our
women that are now entering our doors at HWWP, and we pray Jessica continues to assist our
participants here at HWWP. Our participants are learning how to express themselves through
writing. One individual once said thanks to this exercise “I was able to understand who I was,
now I know who I would like to become”, these words are powerful in our community.

When I was asked to be a writing mentor for Prison Writes, I wasn’t sure what to expect. I have
extensive experience leading Socio-Drama workshops with the Department of Juvenile Justice as
well as in shelters for survivors of domestic violence, but these had all been in person, in real
time. I was curious to find out how this would transpire. The experience has been full of
frustrations but also great success. The frustrations have been not been with my mentees, but
logistical due to the carceral system. Communication is difficult, and I often worried about my
mentee’s situation. I have been inspired watching my mentee’s writing develop, her curiosity and
willingness to learn impress me. In turn, my own writing has grown. I look forward to the
receiving the work from my mentee’s and finding ways to help them grow in their craft. 
-



Marion Valladares Smith

Literacy Specialist

ON LITERACY

Literacy enables us to work, play and thrive. Every skill from basic reading and writing to computer and math
literacy gives us the ability to negotiate our world, to find and keep jobs and to sustain the lifestyle we choose.

We know that literate parents can improve the outcome of their children’s lives. We know that youth with a
High School certificates are more likely to find and keep jobs. We know that during hard economic times it is
those with less than a HS diploma that suffer the highest unemployment. We know that adults with limited
literacy are hospitalized and use emergency services at significantly higher rates. Wellness, gender equality
and wealth are all affected by low literacy.

Giving our youth, who today make up a large percentage of our prison population, access to literacy programs
makes themless likely to recidivate. Prison Writes equips incarcerated youth with this all - important tool and
also works with incarcerated adults to acquire it. The results are clear in the individual stories of participants -
read about it in the Prison Writes Blog!

 
 
 

Charles Salzberg
Writing Advisor, co founder of the New York Writers Workshop 

 
Special thanks to Charles Salzberg!  Charles volunteered to teach a memoir workshop to youth at an
alternative to incarceration program, the Andrew Glover Youth Program, now Avenues for Justice.  It was here
that the Prison Writes model of a writing teacher and social worker co-facilitating came into practice.  We
found a variety of ways to engage youth through providing a safe and supportive writing environment.



Men
71.6%

Women
28.4%

Adults
88.8%

Young Adults
11.2%

232 Participants Served

THE NUMBERS



Financials

Teachers & Facilitators
64%

Administrative & Overhead
19.8%

Books and Writing Materials
16.2%

Total Budget: $44,591

Special thanks to Michael Che (left) , pictured here with his cousin and PW participant, 
Justin Corney, for the donation of SNL tickets. 

Tickets were auctioned through Charitybuzz for over $10,000. netting us over $8,000.  
A significant part of our annual budget in 2021!!



www.prisonwrites.org

@prisonwrites


